Analysis of the incidence of postintubation injuries in patients intubated in the prehospital or early hospital conditions of the hospital emergency department and the intensive care unit
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Background: Intubation is still one of the best methods to secure the airway. In the case of prehospital or early hospital conditions when factors such as urgency, stress, or inaccuracy of the undertaken activities are involved, the risk of causing complications, for instance, edema or postintubation injuries, increases, especially while dealing with a difficult intubation. The risk of improper inflation of the endotracheal tube cuff also increases, which is considered in this study.

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the prevalence of postintubation complications, such as postintubation injuries or edema, in a research sample, and to examine whether such complications occur more often, for example, while using a guidewire. In this study, we also evaluated the injuries associated with the inflation of the endotracheal tube cuff.

Materials and methods: This study was performed on a group of 153 patients intubated in prehospital conditions. The tests were carried out in three clinical sites that received patients from prehospital care. Postintubation injuries were revealed and photographed using videolaryngoscope, such as the C-MAC and the McGrath series 5. The endotracheal tube cuff pressure was measured using a pressure gage manual (VBM Medizintechnik GmbH). The quantitative analyses of differences between incidence of variables were assessed using χ² test for P<0.05. Analyses have been carried out using the Statistica software.

Results: In the group of 153 patients, postintubation injuries occurred in 17% of cases. The dependency between using the guidewire and the occurrence of the hematomas and loss of mucosa was statistically significant (P<0.01). In nearly half (42%) of the patients the endotracheal tube cuff pressure was excessively inflated over 30 cm H₂O, and in two cases, endotracheal tube displacement was observed on account of poor cuff inflation (<20 cm H₂O).

Conclusion: The highest percentage of overfilled cuffs were observed in the admission room. In the other wards, it was observed in 25% of cases. Even though only six cases of poor cuff inflation were noticed, the relationship between the leakage and the clinical conditions of patients is worth examining. The results would help in taking additional measures to reduce the risk of complications.
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Introduction

Endotracheal intubation is the most effective method of airway management. It provides the most effective protection against complications such as regurgitation or hypoxemia.¹ Intubation performed in prehospital (at the site of the event) and early hospital...
conditions (the hospital emergency department or in the intensive care unit [ICU]) was our scope of interest. Immediate prehospital intubation is a well-known standard procedure, although it is related to a greater number of complications.\textsuperscript{2} It is not uncommon for medical rescue teams not to intubate the patient as patient’s condition did not require it at that particular moment. In such cases, intubation occurs in the hospital emergency department or in the admission room immediately upon the arrival of the patient, which also increases the risk of complications, including mechanical damage to the airways, hematomas, damage to the vocal cords, damage to teeth, and aspiration of gastric contents.\textsuperscript{3,4} Among the reasons for mechanical damage of the upper respiratory tract, we should enumerate several intubation attempts, using guidewires which because of incorrectly adjusted length may protrude outside the distal part of the tube as well as modifying the tube’s location without prior cuff’s deflation and using too large size of the endotracheal tube.\textsuperscript{5} The improper cuff inflation should also be taken into consideration. The optimal level of endotracheal tube cuff inflation monitored by the anesthetic care team is related to lower risk of complications related to intubation.\textsuperscript{6,7} Too low a air pressure level in the endotracheal tube cuff, ie, $<20$ cm H\textsubscript{2}O, can lead to unplanned extubation, movement of the endotracheal tube into one of the bronchi, or gastric content aspiration to the respiratory tract.\textsuperscript{8,9} Pressure $>30$ cm H\textsubscript{2}O may lead to ischemic damage of the tracheal mucosa, resulting in tracheal stenosis, tracheal rupture, tracheoesophageal fistula, or hemorrhage.\textsuperscript{7,10} During the intubation, the endotracheal tube sealing cuff is almost always inflated using the disposable syringes and the cuff pressure is controlled by subjective assessment of the pilot balloon inflation performed by the person who intubates the patient and assists. This may entail many threatening complications for the intubated patient. Cuff inflation should be monitored with a pressure gage manual or continuous monitoring of sealing cuff pressure.\textsuperscript{11-13} The aim of this study was to evaluate the prevalence of postintubulation complications, such as injuries or edemas, in the research sample and to examine whether postintubulation injuries occur more often while using the guidewire. An additional goal was to evaluate the sufficiency in endotracheal tube cuff inflation in the research sample. We have also examined if improper cuff inflation (eg, pressure $<20$ cm H\textsubscript{2}O) could cause alteration in the endotracheal tube position. In the case of any irregularities, they were corrected immediately.

**Materials and methods**

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical University of Lodz. Approval number RNN/496/13/ KB dated 16/07/2013. Correction to the title KB/818/14/P dated 23.09.2014. Informed consent was not obtained as the patients were unconscious. The study was conducted over the years 2013–2014. It was carried out on a group of 153 patients intubated by emergency medical service in prehospital conditions and in early hospital conditions. In these places, the performer is sometimes forced to intubate in a quick time frame and under emotional stress. This study was undertaken over three clinical sites in order to improve the reliability of the results. The first of these was at the emergency department of WSS Nicolas Copernicus Hospital in Lodz, Poland (33 patients). The second and third were from the admission room (50 patients) and ICU (70 patients), respectively, of the Barlicki University Hospital, Lodz. We have taken into consideration these sites as patients who have been intubated by a medical emergency team, or intubated shortly after admission to hospital (early hospital condition) will pass through these departments. In Poland in the aforementioned departments, intubation may only be performed by a physician. Intubated patients brought to the hospital by medical emergency teams in S-type ambulances, in which there are one physician and two paramedics, intubations were also performed by the physician. Differences in the number of patients included from each department is due to the different frequency of patients meeting inclusion criteria in the given period of time. The study was based on visualization of the laryngeal inlet performed by a person having the degree MD or PhD, at least a second degree of specialization in emergency medicine, anesthesiology, or intensive care with a minimum of 15 years work experience. In the course of investigation, different types of videolaryngoscopes were used (Table 1). These were done to compare the field of view of the laryngeal inlet in this study with that observed for other studies when the same test was performed. In order to avoid confusion between postintubation injuries and injuries that occurred due to a long-term placement of the endotracheal tube in the airway, the study was always performed within 36 hours after the intubation. Each hematoma and lesion visualized as a big local congestion of mucosa observed during videolaryngoscopy was classified as a postintubation injury. Laryngeal and esophagus edemas and also mild edema of the mucous membrane were qualified as edemas. Patients with craniofacial damage and penetrating neck injuries were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of device</th>
<th>Number of examined patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McGrath</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VividTrac</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-MAC</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King vision</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1** Examination of patients examined by using certain types of devices
excluded from the research sample because in case of such damage, a false impression of postintubation injuries could be made. After visualizing the laryngeal inlet, an assistant, ie, a member of the research team, took a photo of the laryngeal inlet and of any injuries or edemas if they had occurred. The documentation of the laryngeal inlet was created in order to compare the field of view of certain devices observed in this study with that obtained for other studies when the same test was performed. One of the parameters tested was measuring the endotracheal tube cuff inflation. Measurements were made using a pressure gage manual (VBM Medizintechnik GmbH, Sulz am Neckar, Germany) (Figure 1). The cuff pressure of 20–30 cm H$_2$O was declared as sufficient. An additional benefit for patients was visualizing repeatedly residual foreign bodies that were not detected in the course of intubation or in standard care of upper respiratory tract. If improper endotracheal cuff inflation was noticed, it was adjusted to the correct value immediately. In addition, during each test, the patient was being suctioned from residual secretions. Quantitative differences in incidence of variables were assessed using $\chi^2$ test for $P<0.05$. Analyses have been carried out using the Statistica software.

### Results

The results are divided into sections according to the complications: injuries, postintubation edemas, and endotracheal tube cuff inflation.

#### Postintubation injuries

In the group of 153 patients, postintubation injuries occurred in 17% of all cases (26 people). We divided these injuries into four groups (Table 1). The most frequent postintubation injury was a single hematoma (Figure 2), which constituted more than a half of the injuries (Fraction [Fr] =0.54), and multiple hematomas constituting less than half of the injuries (Fr =0.38). The vast majority of the hematomas, (n=18, Fr =0.70), were localized on the soft palate close to or just on the uvula. A total of six hematomas occurred around the epiglottis. The rest of the injuries comprised of tooth damage (n=2), eg, dental extraction and upper lip damage with bleeding (Fr =0.04) (Table 2). Owing to the fact that the study was conducted at three clinical sites, the results were organized as three different groups (Figure 3). At the emergency department of Kopernik Hospital, 33 patients were examined and in only four cases did injuries occur (Fr =0.12). It was a single hematoma in all of these cases. In the ICU in Barlicki University Hospital, 70 patients were examined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of injury</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
<th>Fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single hematoma</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple hematoma</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dental extraction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lip damage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Manual pressure gage (VBM Medizintechnik GmbH, Sulz am Neckar, Germany).

Figure 2 The example of the postintubation hematoma visible during the course of examination.
The damage occurred in almost one-fifth of patients in the research group (Fr = 0.23) (Figure 3). There were 16 cases, in which 12 were multi hematomas and four were single hematomas. In the admission room of Barlicki University Hospital, 50 patients were examined, with injuries occurring in six cases (Fr = 0.12). There were four cases of single hematomas, a case of an extracted tooth, and a case where there was damage to the upper lip. The guidewire should be used only in the case of difficult intubation. There was not always an opportunity to contact the person who performed the intubation to check whether the guidewire was used. It was possible in 103 cases, and in other cases it was detected by the amount of equipment noted on the emergency exit card. It was not possible to verify whether the guidewire was seated properly or if it protruded outside the pipe, so the analysis about the guidewires was limited to whether it was used or not. From these 103 patients, it was discovered that there was a statistically significant relationship between the use of the guidewire and the occurrence of injuries. Test $\chi^2 = 10.63$ for critical values of $-6.63$ to $6.63$ of $P < 0.01$. Relating to the cases in which the guidewire was used, 80% of patients did not have any injuries, while in the group who operated with the guidewire, almost half of the patients (20 people) had injuries. The endotracheal tubes sized between 6 and 9 cm were used in the research group. Where the endotracheal tube size was 6.0, 6.5, and 7.0 cm, no postintubation injuries were detected. This is probably due to the fact that the smaller size tubes (6.0, 6.5, 7.0 cm) were rarely used. When endotracheal tubes of greater sizes were used, the postintubation injuries were found in 17%–25% of the patients. It may look like the tubes of a smaller size are safer, but during the analysis, there was no statistically significant dependency between the size of the endotracheal tube and the occurrence of injuries in the research group.

Edemas
Almost all (except one) detected cases of edemas (n=26) occurred when previous postintubation injuries were discovered. Only in one case of edema there was no relation to prior injuries, though a statistically significant dependency between postintubation injuries and the later occurrence of edemas was shown (Figure 4), $\chi^2 = 139$ ($df=1$), $P < 0.001$. Other statistical tests are almost identical with those concerning injuries; hence, we will not describe further statistics on edemas here. However, it is worth noting that in five cases the residual foreign body that was not removed earlier by the medical personnel could be a possible reason that led to edemas (Figure 5). The edema occurred simultaneously in three out of the five cases. The research group was too small to carry out statistical analyses and draw statistically significant conclusions. In all of these five cases, patients were examined during the first 24 hours after intubation, and those having an edema were also diagnosed with hematomas and some lesions in the mucous membrane at the same time. There is no evidence to treat a foreign body as a reason for edema. All of the recorded foreign bodies were of organic origin, and we believed it was the last meal of the patient before intubation. No cultures were performed.

Endotracheal tube cuff inflation
All of the 153 examined patients were divided into three groups. The first group included patients (n=6, 4%) whose air pressure in the endotracheal tube cuff was insufficient (<20 cm H$_2$O). Among these six patients, there were two cases of endotracheal tube displacement (Figure 6), which could result in leakages. However, the number of cases was too little in order to carry out any statistical analysis.
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Prevalence of postintubation complications

The second group consisted of patients whose air pressure was maintained within the range established as the norm (20–30 cm H₂O). It constituted of more than half (54%) of the patients (n=83). The third group consisted of patients with the endotracheal tube cuff inflated with air pressure of >30 cm H₂O (n=64, 42%). The medical staff inflated the cuff with an average air pressure of 34.9±17.4 cm H₂O. In the group of patients with an overinflated cuff, the medical staff used an average air pressure of 49.3±18.2 cm H₂O. From the results over the individual departments, 33 patients were examined in the hospital emergency department and the vast majority of them (Fr=0.72) had correctly inflated cuffs with an air pressure value of 20–30 cm H₂O. The vast minority of cuffs was inflated incorrectly. The other values present as follows.

The values >30 cm H₂O, Fr=0.24, and values of <20 cm H₂O were Fr=0.03. A total of 70 patients were examined in the ICU, and in a greater number of these cases, the cuffs were inflated correctly (Fr=0.62). Meanwhile, in the admission room of the same hospital, 50 patients were examined and only in one case (Fr=0.02), the cuff was not sufficiently inflated (15 cm H₂O), while the vast majority of patients (Fr=0.8) had overinflated cuffs (average 56.3±19.5 cm H₂O). Only a small fraction (Fr=0.18) had a cuff with air pressure within the accepted normal range (Figure 7).

Discussion

Injuries and edemas

The vast majority of injuries detected in our study were the single esophageal hematoma and mucous membranes lesions. This is a known complication of intubation, but rarely described in the literature.14,15 While searching for literature, we found that the extensive studies focused on minor injuries, such as small hematomas and mucous membranes lesions. Most of the considered injury literature was based on case reports. Esophageal hematomas may arise spontaneously, but more often they appear as a result of injuries, particularly iatrogenic.16,17 The lack of knowledge and experience in intubation was indicated to have a direct impact on the quantity of injuries.3,18 It was not possible to check the number of years work experience for each person performing intubation, but we were able to confirm that all the operators were doctors working in the units mentioned earlier, or were doctors from the emergency medical services team. Despite the fact that it was not possible to collect all the data from the 153 patients for our study, the use of the guidewire was indicated as a statistically significant variable. We were unable to determine the exact cause of this relationship. However, it should be noted that in the course of intubation performed in emergency conditions, there is a risk of the guidewire being positioned improperly in the tube due to stress, urgency, or sometimes even due to the hostile environment at the site of the event.19 Accompanied by such factors, it is possible that the guidewire positioned incorrectly may protrude slightly beyond the tube, which can lead to additional risk.5,18 The improper use of the guidewire and the possible displacement of the endotracheal tube without prior cuff deflation are indicated in the literature as the causes of the mucosal damage.20 It is suggested in the literature that the difficult intubation increases the risk of injuries depending on the endotracheal tube size.21 There was no such dependency observed in our research sample. In literature referring to the occurrence of edemas, there were some single-case reports describing the esophageal edema caused by the residual...
foreign body, which was food that the patient had recently eaten.\(^{22,23}\) In five cases in the research group, foreign bodies of organic origin were found. We have not done inoculation, and the sample was too small to determine the dependency between edema and the detected foreign bodies. There was edema observed in three out of five cases. Simultaneously, it appeared with losses in the mucosa caused by intubation. Therefore, there is no basis for the inference that it was a foreign body that resulted in edema in such a short time after intubation (<24 hours). Owing to the fact that in almost every case of injury or loss in the mucous membrane resulted in edema, it can be assumed that the injuries actually led to edema in the research group.

Pressure in the endotracheal tube cuff

In the literature, there are plenty of studies confirming the fact that there is a relationship between the air pressure in the endotracheal tube cuff and the incidence of postintubation complications.\(^{10,24–25,28}\) The insufficient inflation of the endotracheal tube cuff may increase the risk of various complications, among which are losses in tracheal mucosa and its inlet.\(^{26}\) In our study, we noted two cases of the endotracheal tube spontaneous movement due to insufficient inflation of the endotracheal tube cuff (Figure 6). Inflating the cuff with pressure <20 cm H\(_2\)O increases the risk of the endotracheal tube displacement in the airway.\(^{8,9}\) There were too few cases to carry out any statistical analysis. Owing to the nature of the study, we were not able to assess whether there was any damage to the mucosa distal from the entrance to the larynx. In this trial, less than a half of the cuffs (42%) were filled with pressure exceeding the upper limit of normal. Published studies confirm the tendency to overinflate the cuff by medical personnel.\(^ {12,29,30}\) This phenomenon bears significant consequences in long-term intubation, but it is also dangerous in the case of short-term intubation. Irreversible complications are possible in both cases.\(^ {5,10,28}\) In our study, the highest percentage of overinflated cuff was observed in the admission room, the place where patients are either brought to by medical rescue teams or intubated shortly after arrival. In both cases, when factors such as stress and rushed conditions should be considered, the cuff palpation is very difficult.\(^ {3,4,31}\) It is known that if the assessment of the endotracheal tube cuff inflation performed by the medical staff is based only on palpation, it is much harder to obtain the correct air pressure. Monitoring the correct pressure is definitely easier while using a manometer manual or continuous monitoring.\(^ {12,13,26,27,32–34}\) Taking this fact into consideration, and above all, bearing the safety of the intubated patient in mind, we believe that it would be worthwhile to check the air pressure gage manually after each successful attempt at intubation. Perhaps this would help to avoid dangerous health complications.

Limitations

One of the limitations could be the fact that due to the use of the videolaryngoscopes, there was no opportunity to assess postintubation injuries located below the laryngeal inlet. For this purpose, bronchoscopes ought to be used, but they were not taken into consideration during the planning of this research because we wanted to concentrate on videolaryngoscopes. It is also possible that some part of the mucous membrane lesions, hematomas, and edemas occurred as a result of insufficient suction. If such insufficient suction had taken place before our study, we would not be able to determine whether this was indeed the injury after intubation or if it was caused by another reason. It was not possible to verify whether the guidewire protruded outside the endotracheal tube, so the analysis about the guidewires was limited up to the fact of whether it was used or not.
Conclusion

Each medical personnel should try to reduce postintubation injuries. The percentage of 17 for the injuries and swellings among the tested samples is distressingly high even if prehospital or early hospital intubations were considered. Medical personnel have had a tendency to overinflate the endotracheal tube cuff. Almost half (42%) of the patients had overinflated cuffs. Mean values achieved were 34.9±17.4 cm H₂O, and the maximum was close to 74 cm H₂O, which increases the risk of complications. The highest percentage of overfilled cuffs were observed in the admission room. Appropriate actions should be taken to reduce the risk of complications occurring in prehospital intubation, taking into consideration every examined aspect.

Despite detecting only two cases of displacement of the endotracheal tube, most likely caused by insufficient inflation of the endotracheal tube cuff, it would be worthwhile to carry out further tests in order to check whether the resulting leakages did not affect the clinical status of patients.
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